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ABSRTACT: The suspension system of multi motor coordinated control can realize the five degree of freedom
movement of the controlled object, which has a wide application space. In this paper, the four motor working
mode is adopted to realize the control of arbitrary linear motion and circular motion of the suspension system.
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1. Introduction
The suspension system controlled by multi motor can provide technical support and service for dynamic
landscape design of stage, shopping mall, theme park, film and television base and has a wide application
market.[1] In this paper, the disk is taken as the controlled object, and the four motor mode is adopted to design
and realize the control system which can make the linear motion in any direction and the circular motion in any
radius in the space.
2. System Structure and Parameters
Assuming that the working environment of the system is a cube space, as shown in Figure 1, the side length
of the space is L = 1200mm; the distance from the disk to the top is h = 500mm; the diameter of the disk is D=
200mm; the center of the disk is o point, and the four stepper motors are connected with the disk through ropes
(y1, y2, y3,y4), and the included angle from the four connecting points to the center of the disk is 90 °. Figure 1
is a schematic diagram of the disc moving right along the horizontal direction from its initial position.[2] The
distance from o point to o' point is x, and the value range of X is 0 ≤ x ≤ 400mm.

Figure. 1 Schematic diagram of disc moving horizontally to the right
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Figure. 2 Schematic diagram of moving position of top view panel
3. Motion Control Algorithm
This part aims to analyze the situation that the disk moves to a certain point along a straight line. In the case
shown in Figure 1, the Pythagorean theorem should be used to get the length change rule of the suspension rope
(y1, y2, y3, y4) at o 'point, as shown in formula (1) - (4):
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Then analyze the circular motion of the disc, set the circular radius as X, the angle of the disc stopping at a
certain point on the arc as θ, and Figure 2 is the effect picture of looking down on the system. The length change
rule of the suspension rope (y1, y2, y3, y4) can be obtained as shown in formula (5) - (8):
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Therefore, when the space height h, radius x and angle θ are known, the straight line and circular motion in
any plane can be realized by formula (5) - (8). Among them, if h is a constant, action can be realized at a certain
height; if θ is a constant, linear motion can be realized; if x is a constant, circular motion can be realized.
The parameters of the stepping motor used in the system are: step angle α = 1.8 °, shaft radius r, four
suspension ropes fixed on the motor shaft, with the forward and reverse rotation of the motor, the rope extends or
shortens, when the change rule of formula (5) - (8) is converted to the motion rule of the motor, the formula (9)
is adopted.
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4. Control Circuit
The system uses four HBS57 stepping motor drivers, their power supply voltage is DC24V, rated current 4A,
rated output torque 2.2N · m, rated speed 1000r / m; the model of four stepping motors is 57HS8244A4; the
controller uses STM32F407 development board; the input and output equipment uses 7 '' TFTLCD.
In terms of hardware connection, the A + / A-pin of HBS57 stepping motor driver is connected with the
A-phase winding of 57HS8244A4 stepping motor, and the B + / B-terminal is connected with the B-phase
winding of 57HS8244A4 stepping motor; the PLU pin of each HBS57 stepping motor driver is connected with
the PWM output pin of STM32F407 development board, and the DIR and ENA pins of each HBS57 stepping
motor driver are respectively connected to STM32F407 on Digital I / O pin .[3]
In terms of software design, the controller obtains the motion requirements through the 7 '' TFTLCD touch
screen, h, X and θ through conversion, the motion equation of each rope through (5) - (8), the rotation steps of
each motor through formula (9), and finally the 57HS8244A4 motor is driven by the PLU pin of the HBS57
stepping motor driver.
5. Experimental Results
Considering that the performance of four motors and four ropes is not completely consistent, and there will
be deviation when the system works, the appropriate correction is made through the actual test. At the height of
H = 500mm, the circular motion of the disc is made with different radii. The measured error data is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1 Error Statistics of Circular Motion When h = 500mm
radius x(mm)
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△ 𝑦𝑦 = 0.006𝑥𝑥 2 + 0.0115𝑥𝑥 − 0.2542

(9)

Using MATLAB to do curve fitting, using the second-order polynomial form, the deviation variation rule
between radius X and rope length y is obtained by formula (9) .the corrected error is limited within 20 mm.
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